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Abstract 
In convection~iiffusion problems a first-order upwind difference approximation is usually used on a locally refined 
mesh to get a wiggle free solution, which is then corrected using some form of deferred correction to get second-order 
accuracy. Pereyra (1966) has shown that improving accuracy, of a low-order scheme using deferred correction, requires 
the existence of an asymptotic expansion for the discretization error of the scheme concerned. In this paper bounds on the 
discretization error are obtained when the first-order upwind difference scheme is applied to the convection-diffusion 
equation on a locally refined mesh, both in one and two dimensions. Existence of an asymptotic expansion for the 
discretization error is established. Different formulae, at the nodes separating subregions of differing mesh sizes, are 
analysed and numerical tests performed to illustrate validity of the resulting expressions. 
Keywords: Upwind differencing; Convection-diffusion equation; Error bounds; Asymptotic error expansion 
1. Introduction 
The deferred correction procedure to improve accuracy of numerical results of a finite difference 
scheme works subject o the existence of an asymptotic expansion of its discretization error [13]. 
Here the existence of an asymptotic error expansion for a nonuniform esh system is proved when 
the standard first-order upwind difference scheme is used to approximate the steady-state linear 
convection-diffusion equation. Henrici I-7] gives an asymptotic error expansion in the case of 
a uniform mesh in quite a general form. In problems governed by the convection-diffusion 
equation in which the convective terms are dominant, use of a nonuniform mesh is always 
recommended in the vicinity of boundary layers, sources and sinks, and re-entrant corners, etc. 
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Sometimes other methods dealing with such complexities, like use of locally analytic forms of 
sources, supplement local mesh refinement. 
Although numerous upwind and hybrid schemes (see for example [10, 12, 15, 17,l) have been 
devised to avoid wiggles that normally accompany the results of the standard second-order centred 
difference schemes, most of the schemes that claim to improve difference representation f the 
convection term have severe restriction on their utility [12]. The simplest to apply, and giving 
a diagonally dominant coefficient matrix, is the standard first-order upwind ifference scheme. The 
existence ofan asymptotic error expansion on a nonuniform esh provides justification to improve 
the accuracy of this scheme using some form of deferred correction [1]. Results are presented using 
mesh size reduction in a single subregion to point out the consequent shape of the resulting 
variational equation. For simplicity only linear convection-diffusion equation isconsidered, which 
includes important cases such as the Laplace and the Poisson equations. Numerical results are 
presented in which multiple mesh size reduction and validity of difference correction is illustrated 
in such situations. Accuracy of a few schemes, atthe boundary separating regions of differing mesh 
sizes in two dimensions, predicted by the variational equations have been illustrated by the 
numerical results. Such situations arise in nearly all flow problems where mesh adaptivity plays an 
important role. 
In Section 2the one-dimensional problem is discussed. The difference formula usually applied at 
a node separating regions of differing mesh sizes and the error bound for the corresponding 
difference scheme isobtained. Using this bound, the first terms of the asymptotic expansion for the 
respective discretization error are obtained. Extension of these results to two dimensions together 
with the inherent complications is discussed inthe third section. In Section 4after the description of
the difference correction procedure, some numerical examples are given to illustrate the results of 
the preceding two sections. Rounding errors are considered negligible throughout. 
2. The one-dimensional problem 
The linear convection-diffusion equation for steady-state problems in one-dimensional form is 
- u" + cu' + fu  = g, (1) 
where f > 0, c and g are continuous functions on [a, b-l, a, b are real numbers, and u' stands for 
du/dx. The term containing second-order derivative, the diffusion term, has the effect of smoothing 
any spatial nonuniformity in u while the term containing the first-order derivative, the convective 
term, transports he nonuniformities spatially. When the convective t rm dominates the equation, 
the usual second-order centred ifference scheme produces wiggles in the solution. This scheme is
obtained when u' is approximated by(1/2h)AoU. Here h is the mesh size, U the approximation to 
u and Ao the centred ifference operator defined by 
AoU j = U j+  1 - -  U j -  1. (2) 
It is the generation ofwiggles by most of the higher-order centred ifference schemes that give way 
to the use of, either higher-order upwind difference schemes or, the highly diffusive first-order 
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upwind scheme whose solution is then corrected using some form of defect-correction. I  the 
first-order upwinding considered here, u' is approximated by (1/h)d + U when c < 0, and (1/h)A _ U 
when c > 0, with A ÷ and A _ the forward and backward first-order difference operators defined by 
A + Li t = Ui+ 1 - U j, (3) 
A_U~ = U j -  Uj_I, 
respectively. The second-order derivative u" is approximated by (1/h2)62U with the second-order 
difference operator 32 , given by 
62Uj = Ui+ , -2U j  + Uj_,, (4) 
in a region of uniform mesh spacing h. At a node k separating regions of differing mesh sizes h and 
nh, say 
=[nh,  l<~j~k,  
Hj = xj - x j_ 1 ~. h, k < j ~< N, (5) 
where N is the total number of elements in [a, hi, the approximation for U"(Xk) is 
Uk-1 -- 2Uk + Uk+n 
(nh) 2 (6) 
Without loss of generality, we take n = 2 and H, f, g and c refer to their local values throughout the 
following. 
Consider the boundary-value problem 
l(u) = # in (a,b), 
u(a) = uo, u(b) = ub, 
where I is defined by (1). When (7) is approximated by 
L(U~) = [ -  62 + ½n(cAo - Iclt~ 2) + n2f]  Uj 
=H2g, j#k  
and 
L(Uj) = - (U~-I - 2U~ + U~+2) + ¼H(3 -11c l )  (cA° - 
(7) 
(8a) 
= n2g, j = k, (8b) 
with Uo = ua and UN = u~, the resulting coefficient matrix (say) A is irreducible because of the 
connectedness of the interior nodes [3]. In addition, entries on the main diagonal are all positive; 
all nonzero ff-diagonal entries are negative; row sums are all nonnegative, and in particular, the 
sum of entries of the first row (and similarly of the last row) is strictly positive. This shows that A is 
monotonic [3]. 
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If u denotes the exact solution of (7) and uj denotes u(xj) then the discretization error 
e = (eo, e l , . . . ,  eN) T has component ej given by Uj - uj and the truncation error T(u) of (8) is 
1 1 
T(uj) = -~L(u j )  - l(uj) = -~L(u j )  - 9 for all j. (9) 
That is, 
T(uj) = { - ½nlcluy + O(h2) ,  j # k, (10) 
~nlc l (3 + c/Icl)u)' + O(h2), j = k. 
Theorem 1. The discretization error e of the difference scheme (8) satisfies 
lejl ~< ½{(b - a) 2 - -  x 2} IITII, for all j, (11) 
where I1"11 is the supremum norm defined by 
IITII = max{IT(uj)l:  0 ~< j ~< N}. (12) 
Proof. Subtracting (9) from 1/H 2 times (8) we get 
1 
H2L(ej) = - T(uj) for all j. (13) 
Let p = b - a. Suppose that c does not change sign in l-a, b] and that [a, b] and the boundary-value 
problem (7) can be translated so that 
J ' [ -p ,0 ]  when c>0,  
[a, b] C (14) 
- [[0,p] when c < 0. 
Define an auxiliary function ~b(x) >/0 by 
4~(x~) -- ½ IIT II (p2 _ xy). (15) 
Then by (9) 
1 
nzL(dpj) = l((bj) + T(d~), (16) 
where 
l(qbj) = - d?" = , + cq~) +f~bj IITII(1 - cxi) +f(aj (17) 
and 
~½H[c[ [[T[] + O(h2), j # k, (18) 
T(dpj) = [¼h[cl(3 + c/Icl)lITll + O(h2), j = k. 
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That is, 
1 {IITI[(1 - cxi + ½lcln) +f~bj, j ~ k, 
H 2L(dpj) = IITII[1 - cx~ + ¼hlcl(3 + c/Icl)] +fdP i, j = k, 
(19) 
showing 
1 1 
HzL(dpj) >1 [ITII 1> IT(u~)[ =--~L(ej). (20) 
This gives 
Ae <~ Agp, (21) 
A the coefficient matrix of the linear system given by (8) and 4~ the vector (~bo, ~bl, ..., 4~N) T. Now 
A being monotone implies e ~< 4~. [] 
Corollary. For the difference scheme (8) 
Jlel[ = O(h). (22) 
Theorem 2. The discretization error e of  scheme (8) has an asymptotic expansion of the form 
ej = hej + O(h z) for all j, 
where e is the solution of the boundary-value problem 
l (e )  = lclu",, in (a, Xk), 
~½[CIU in (Xk,b), 
e(a) = O, e(b) = O, 
e(x_) = e(x+) at x = Xk, 
e'(X-) = e'(X+) at x = Xk. 
Proof. Upon dividing by h and denoting eJh by ~j, (13) gives 
H 2 
L(~j) = h T(uj) for all j. 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
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At j = k, the approximation (8) gives 
L(~j) = - (~j-a - 2~ + ~+2) + ¼/4(3 - Ic l /c) (cAo - Ic1~2)~ + n2f~j 
+ ¼H(3 - Icl/c)(cho - Ic1~2)~ + H2f~k. 
Thus (10) implies 
ek -- ek-X ek+2 -- ek + ¼(3 --Icl/c)(cAo --Icl62)~ + Hf~k 
2h 2h 
= sl/41c1(3 + c/Icl)u'~' + O(h2). 
This is a finite difference approximation to 
[e'(x_) - e'(x+)] + He'(x_) + Hf~(x) = ½HIclu"(x) + O(h 2) 
[e'(x_) - e'(x+)] + He'(x+) + Hfe(x) = ¼Hlclu"(x) + O(h 2) 
when c > 0, 
when c < 0 
(26) 
(27) 
at x = xk. 
Now, since H is arbitrary, all the terms except he first ones on the left-hand side approach zero 
w i th /4  and so (26) approximates 
e'(x_) = e'(x+) at x = xk. (28) 
In view of (10) the expression (25) is a finite difference approximation to 
l(e) = ~ ]c]u" in (a, xk), 
[½]clu" in (xk, b). (29) 
The remaining two conditions of (24) follow from the continuity of e which is necessary for 
differentiability and from the boundary conditions Uo = ua and UN = Ub. 
If 8 denotes the vector (eo,e~,...,eN) T, e~ = e(x~) then by the corollary to Theorem 1, the 
discretization error i - 8 of the difference scheme (26) satisfies 
Ili - 811 --- O(h) .  (30)  
Thus ~j = ~ + O(h) which on substitution for ~j gives (23). [] 
Notice that if at x = Xk, U" is approximated by the first-order Shortlay-Weller formula, 
2{Uk-x --(n + 1)Uk + nUk+l}/n(n + 1)h 2, (31) 
the coefficient matrix is still monotone and the expressions (11) and hence (24) still hold for the 
discretization error. However, now for the continuity of the derivative of e at x = Xk, we will have 
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an arrangement of the form 
[2(Ah A+) + 3Ch~h + 3hf]~k = azh2lclu'/ + O(h 3) 
which is a finite difference approximation to 
2[e'(x_) - d(x+)] + 3che'(x_) + 3hf(x)e(x) = 3h2cu"(x) 
2[e'(x_) - e'(x+)] + 3chg(x+) + 3hf(x)e(x) = - ~h2cu"(x) 
for c > O, 
for c < O, 
when c > 0, 
(32) 
when c < 0, 
at x = Xk. Also in this case the coefficient matrix being tridiagonal can be inverted analytically [1] 
to give a stricter bound on e, as compared to (11). 
3. The two-dimensional case 
The steady-state convection-diffusion equation in two dimensions has the general form 
auxx + buy r + cux + duy - fu = g, (33) 
where a, b, c, d, e, fand  g are continuous, a and b are positive andfnonnegative in some region t2* 
of the xy-plane, ux represents du/Ox. The region under consideration [2 (~ ~ t2*) is rectangular nd 
only Dirichlet boundary conditions, as in Section 1, are considered here. Extension, to cases of 
curved boundaries and derivative boundary conditions on all or part of 0t2, is straightforward. As
before A +, A_, Ao and 62 denote the first-order forward, backward and the two second-order 
centered ifference operators, respectively. Here they are subscripted with x or y according to 
application along x or y coordinate directions, respectively. For neighbours of a node O, the 
compass notation, as shown in Fig. 1, is used. 
~ff  
Wnf 
Wf 
4"sf 
Vwf Nf Nef 
Nw N Ne 
W 0 E 
ISw S Se. 
Swf Sf Sef 
I 
Enf 
Ef 
IEsf 
I 
Efj 
Fig. 1. Node notation. 
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To make the presentation straightforward the region f2 is discretized with a square mesh and 
refinement is limited to halving the mesh, only in a part of t2, like the one-dimensional case. 
We consider the boundary-value problem associated with Eq. (33), 
l(u) = # int2, 
u(S) = u~ on Or2. 
(34) 
Let the mesh size be h in a subregion o9 _ t2 and 2h in t2\o9 as shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding 
set of nodes generated in region f2 is denoted by f2n. This configuration gives rise to the stencils 
shown in Figs. 3 and 4 with W, N, S and S, W, E replaced by W f, Nf, Sf  and Sf, W f, Ef  as the case 
may be, when O ~ (t2h\ogh) C~ ~ogh. 
t~h 
Fig. 2. Nonuniform grid. 
t+ when O E Wh, 
Fig. 3. Stencil for a regular node in ~oh (Type A). 
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W 
N 
0 
[ when 0 E (f~h\Wh) U [(f~h\Wh) IqOwh] 
E 
Fig. 4. Stencil for a regular node in (f2h\co,)w [(f2h\toh)c~&oh] (Type B). 
N Enf  
when O E F~, 
S Es f  
Fig. 5. Stencil for a node in Fy (Type C(a)). 
Nwy 
W 0 
S 
:v f 
when O E Px. 
Fig. 6. Stencil for a node in Fx (Type C(b)). 
For the portions of O09h\[(f2n\Ogn)C~OCOh] parallel to x- and y-axes denoted by Fx and Fy, 
respectively, the simple choice of stencils taken here is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. 
While the nodes of type (A) and (B) are straightforward extensions of the one-dimensional case, 
the type (C) need special consideration and we will see that sometimes inconsistent formulae 
produce better results compared to the popular strategy of linear interpolation at such nodes. The 
boundary-value problem (34) is approximated using the first-order upwind difference scheme as 
follows: 
In 09, where H = h, and (t2hkcoh)W(t2h n &Oh) where H = 2h, i.e. at a node O e(f2hWOgh)\(FxwFy) 
L(Uo) = [a52 + b62 + ½H(cAo~ + Ic[52 + dAoy + [d[52)  - n2f]  Uo = n2go. (35) 
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At a node O e Fy 
L(Uo) = ao(4Uw - 6Uo + UEnl + Uesy - 32 Uo) 
+ 6bo62Uo + 3hco{½(Unny + UEsy)- Uo} 
+ 3h(do A or + I do 132) Uo - 6h2fo Uo 
= 6ho2go when Co > 0, (36) 
L(Uo) = ao(4Uw - 6Uo + U~ s + UEss -- 32 Uo) 
+ 6bo62 Uo + 6hco(Uo - Uw) 
+ 3h(doAoy + [do162)Uo - 6h2foUo 
= 6h2go when Co < 0. (37) 
For O e Fx, expressions analogous to (36)-(37) hold. In this case the resulting coefficient matrix is 
monotone, subject to 6b > a when O e F r, and 6a > b when O e Fx. 
Theorem 3. Suppose that, for the boundary-value problem (34), the closed region 0 can be enclosed in 
a quadrant of an ellipse centred at (xc, yc) having semi-axes p and q parallel to the coordinate axes, and 
that 6b > a over F r and 6a > b over F~. Then the discretization error of the difference approximation 
(35)-(37) satisfies 
leol ~< fl(a + qbo) in Oh (38) 
with 
8= Max(~} in f2, 
a b 
0 = ~-~ + ~ int2. 
in t2, 
first quadrant when c,d >~ 0, 
second when c < 0, d >t 0, 
(39) 
third when c < 0, d < 0, 
and in the fourth quadrant when c >/0, d < 0. 
ProoL Suppose c and d do not change sign in t2; then we can choose the ellipse in the hypothesis 
such that t2 is contained in its 
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For the boundary-value problem (34) 
1 
-~L(uo) = l(uo) + T(uo), (40) 
where L is given by (35)-(37), and the truncation error T is given by 
T(uo) = ½no{ IClUx~ + Idluyy}o 
+ ~H2o{CoU~x~(~l) + douyyy(~2) + ½aou~x~(¢3) + ½bouyyyy(¢4)} (41) 
when OE(f2hUWh)\(FxuFy) and 
T(uo) = ½hf½(3 + Icl/c)lclux~ + {¼(1 + Icl/c)c + Idl}u. + ~a(uxyy ÷ ux~)]o 
+ h2[~(3 + [Co[/Co)2CoU~x~(~l) + ~dou,y(~2) + ¼([Col + Co)U~yy(~3) 
+ ¼aou~x~(~,) + hbouyyyy(~5) + Jaou~yy(~6)] (42) 
when O e Fy (with analogous expression for O ~ Fx). 
Subtracting (40) from 1/h 2 times (35)-(37), we get 
1 
-~L(eo) = - T(uo) for all O~h.  (43) 
Now for the auxiliary function (= fl(1 + ~b) and A the coefficient matrix of the linear sys- 
tem of equations associated with (35)-(37), A~ >~ Ae. This by the monotonicity of A implies 
(38). [] 
Corollary. For the approximation (35)-(37) 
I lell = O(h) in ~h (44) 
Theorem 4. The discretization error e, of the approximation (35)-(37), has an asymptotic expansion 
eo = heo + O(h 2) in ~h, (45) 
where e is the solution of the boundary-value problem 
l(e) = {-  ½{Icluxx + Idlu.} in 09, (46) 
{Iclux,, + Idlu.} in f2\co, 
with 
(i) e = 0 
(ii) e(x_, y) = e(x +, y) 
(iii) e~(x_,  y) = ex(x +, y) 
( iv )  e(x,y-)  = e(x,y+) ) 
(v) ~,(x,y_) = ~,(x,y+) 
on at2, 
on part of (t2\a~) c~ tgt2, parallel to y-axis, 
on part of (t2\m)n af2, parallel to x-axis. 
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Proof. The proof follows the same lines as those of Theorem 2. Note that when go denotes eo/h then 
(a) for {(CZh\ oh)r &oh} II y-axis, when co,do > 0 
~--hL(6o) = l {ao(6w: - 26o +/'E) + bo(6N: -- 26o + es:) 
+ 2hco(& - eo) + 2hdo(6N: - eo) - 4h2fo6o }
= ao 2h 
+ 2hco(e-~he° ) + 2hdo (-6NY2h e° ) -- 2hfo~o. (47) 
Here the right-hand side is a difference approximation to 
ao{ex(x+,y) - ex(X-,y)} + bo{er(x,y+) - er(x,y-) } 
+ 2hco~x(x+,y) + 2hdoer(x, y+) - 2hfoeo. 
But at O, er(x, y_) = ~r(x, y+) and h is arbitrary. Thus (47) is a difference approximation to 
ao{e~,(x+, y) - ex(x-, y)} = 0 or ex(x+, y) = ex(x-, y). (48) 
This is true even if c and d have arbitrary signs. 
(b) For O s F r, exactly the same procedure leads to (48) when 
1 z 
~(4~w - 6~o + ~. :  + ~:  - 6r~o) 
is written as 
and {½(~,: + ~: )  - ~o}/2h is considered as a difference approximation to e~(x +, y). Analogous 
work leads to the condition on {(~\~o)nOe)}ll x-axis. [] 
In the following we analyse a few approximations which are usually used at, nodes as in, F r. 
(i) A first choice, normally, is to use the standard formula (35) with mesh size 2h in the 
x-direction and h in the y-direction. Then average of the values at nodes Enf and Esf is used to 
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represent a node at (Ef). The approximation thus obtained is 
L(Uo) = ao{Uwy - 2Uo + ½(U~.y + Ue,y)} + 4boa~Uo 
+ 2hco{k(Ue,y + Ugly) - Uo} + 2h(doAoy + [dolaZr)Uo - 4hZfoUo 
= 4h29o, Co > 0, (49) 
and 
L(Uo) = ao{Uws - 2Uo + ½(UE.s + Ue~s)} + 4bohZrUo 
+ 2hco(Uo - Uwy) + 2h(doAoy + Idola~)Uo - 4h2foUo 
= 4hZgo, Co < 0. (50) 
These and analogous relations at, nodes in, Fy when used in conjunction with (35), give a difference 
approximation of the boundary-value problem (34) for which the coefficient matrix of the corres- 
ponding linear system of algebraic equations i monotonic (like the preceding cases). But as is clear 
from its truncation error, namely 
T(uo) = {lauyy + ¼h[4cuxx + aUxy r + (c + 2d)uyy]} o 
+ ¼h 2 {~3CoUx,,x(~l) + z3 douyyy(¢2) + 2CoUxyy(¢3) 
+ ~aoUx~xx(¢4) + ~(ao  + 8bo)uyyyy(¢5) + aoUxxyy(~6)}, (51) 
the formulae (49)-(50) lead to an inconsistent approximation at such nodes. Also 
1 
4h 2 L(e) = - T(u) 
1 = - ~auyy + hY  (say) in F r, (52) 
which gives on denoting e/h by 
1 
4--~[ao {~wy - 2~o + ½(~,y + eE,y)} + 4bo(~u - 2~o + 0s) 
+ 2hco{½(ee.f + ee,y) - ~o} + 2h(doAoy + Idol~)~o - 4hZfoeo] = - (~au,, + hY)o, 
or  
½ao eo ew: + ½(~r,.: + ev,,:) - eo + bo 
2h 2h h h 
+ + + (53) 
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Here the left-hand side is a difference approximation to 
½ao{e~(x+,y)-  ex(x_,y)} + bo{er(x,y+ ) - ey(x,y_)} 
+ 2hcoex(X+,y) + ½hdoey(x,y+) - hfoeo. 
Since, at O, ey(x,y_) = ey(x,y+) and h is arbitrary, so (53) is a difference approximation to 
½ao{ex(X+,y) ex(X-,y)} x 1 - = - ~aouyy or ~x(x+,y) = ex(x-,y) - ~Ury (54) 
on part of {(f2\~o)c~t~to} II y-axis. That this relation does say something about the error will be 
discussed in the section on numerical results (Problem 2). 
(ii) Sometimes a simpler approach is adopted by taking 
Uo = ½(uN + us), o ~ ry. 
This gives 
L(Uo) = UN - 2Uo + us = o, o~ry .  
Then for (34) 
1 
-~L(uo) = {Uxx + 1-~2h2ux.~ + O(h4)}o, O~F r, 
so that 
~-~L(eo) = ~-~[L(U)-  L(u)]o 
= - [u~ + 1-~h2uxx~ + O(h4)-lo, 0~1" r. 
Denoting e/h by ~, this gives 
eN - 2~o + es 
h = -- [uxx d- 1-~2h2uxxxx -]- O(h4)]o or 
eN--e° e° - -es=- - [Uxx  + l~-~h2uxxxx +O(h4)]o, OEFy. 
h h 
This is a difference approximation to 
~(x+,y)  = ~x(x- ,y )  - u~x 
(55) 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
(60) 
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on part of {(t2\~o)c~ aog} II y-axis. That this tells about the presence of even a greater error, is to be 
illustrated (Problem 2) in Section 4. 
(iii) Use of a higher-order interpolation, for example the fourth-order interpolation formula 
Uo = ~{9(UN + Us) - (UN:: + Us::)}, O~Fy,  (61) 
gives 
L(Uo) = 9(UN + Us) - (UN:: + Us::) - 16Uo, O e F r. (62) 
Then for (34) 
1 
-~L(uo) = -- [6h2uxxxx + O(h4)]o, O~F r. (63) 
Thus, proceeding as before, we get 
9eN- h eo 9e° -h es 3eN/f3h-- eo + 3e°- 3hes:f _ 6h2ux:,xx + O(h4), 
which is a difference approximation to
6{ex(x+,y) - ex(X-,y)} = 6h2uxxxx + O(h4). 
This gives 
e~,(x+, y) = e:,(x-, y) (64) 
on part of { (t2ktn)n Oco} II y-axis due to the arbitrariness ofh. That (61) gives as accurate results as 
(36)-(37), will be illustrated by an example (Problem 2) in the next section. 
4. Numerical calculations 
In this section the difference correction procedure isdescribed and three numerical examples are 
given to prove the validity of the results presented above. 
4.1. Difference correction 
In this form of deffered correction a preliminary solution U, referred to as the original solution, is 
computed and used to evaluate the leading term of the truncation error. This term is then "added" 
to the original discretized equation as a source term and an improved solution is obtained. In 
principle the improved solution can be used to re-evaluate he leading term in the truncation error 
and the whole process repeated but a single step procedure isusually efficient computationally. To
illustrate this, consider a one-dimensional problem approximated by 
LU = h2 g. 
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First this is solved to get the original solution U, which is then substituted into a difference 
approximation (say) S of the leading term T1 of the truncation error 
TE = hTl(u) + h2T2(u) q- "", 
to get the correction term S(U). Now the modified approximation 
LU* = S(U) 
is solved to get an improved solution U*, referred to as the corrected solution. An estimate of the 
discretization error e of the original approximation LU = h2g is now given I-1] by 
e~ = [U* - Uj[ + O(h2). 
This simplified version of getting improved results from two or more initial approximations of
the solution, initiated by Richardson as deferred approach to the limit, was introduced by Fox 1,7]. 
Such a technique of correction has been considered, in various forms and for various equations by 
Pereyra 1,13, 14], Hanson and Walsh [4, 5-1, Bohmer et al. 1,2], Hemker 1,6], Khosla and Rubin 1,8-1, 
and Lentini and Pereyra 1,9], etc. 
4.2. Numerical examples 
The first test problem is one-dimensional. It illustrates the gain in accuracy due to application of 
the difference correction on a mesh refined in two subregions. The second problem is two- 
dimensional, illustrating the use of special procedures at nodes as given in Figs. 5 and 6, and the 
gain in accuracy when the difference correction is applied on a mesh refined in four subregions. 
Better accuracy by an inconsistent formula compared with the simple linear interpolation is worth 
noticing. The third problem is a two-dimensional temperature field with clockwise convection 
around the origin. This problem has been studied by Hemker 1,6] and is presented here to highlight 
the use of difference correction on a locally refined mesh. 
Problem 1. 
-u"+cu '=O,  0<x<l ,  (65) 
with u(0) = 0 and u(1) = 1. Exact solution of this problem is 
exp(cx)-  1 
u = (66) 
exp(c) - 1 
A boundary layer at the right end, whose thickness decreases inversely with c, dictates the use of 
some special technique near the right boundary when c>> 1. Let c = 20. In Fig. 7 are the plots of 
errors for a uniform mesh of size h = ~o. Curve 1 (and 2) represents he discretization error (and its 
estimate) for the original solution. Curve 3 is the estimate of the corresponding truncation error 
when only the first term of the truncation error is approximated by a difference quotient. When 
U is ecorrected using difference correction, the discretization error represented by curve 4 is highly 
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Fig. 7. Errors vs. x, uniform grid of size h = ~ (error multiplied by 102). 
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Fig. 8. Errors vs. x, nonuniform grid, h = ~ in (0, ~), h = a~ in [~,  ~), h = r~o in [~,  1) (error multiplied by 102). 
improved. When the grid is chosen such that h = ~ in [0.0, 0.4), h = ~ in [0.4, 0.7) and h = r~ in 
I-0.7, 1.0], the total number of nodes is 56 compared to 80 in the uniform mesh case, but the error in 
the corrected solution shown as curve 4 in Fig. 8 is smaller, Here, mesh refinement alone has little 
effect on the error in the solution before correction (curve 1) but its truncation error (curve 3) is 
better. The improvement in numerical results with the application of difference correction on the 
nonuniform esh confirms the existence of the asymptotic expansion for the discretization error 
[133. 
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Fig. 9. Discretization error of (35)-(37), uniform grid, h = ~ (error multiplied by 103). 
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Fig. 10. Discretization error of (35)-(37), nonuniform grid, h = ~ in subregions and h = ~ elsewhere (error multiplied 
by 103). 
Problem 2. 
uxx + uyy + 1 = 0 in (0,1) x (0,1), 
with u = 0 on the boundary .  This prob lem has a Four ier  series solution 
u(x, y) = ~ ~ 16 sin(rnx)sin(s~y) 
i=oj=o s r r t4 ( r2+s2 ) , r=2 i+ l ,  s=2 j+ l .  
(67) 
(68) 
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Fig. 11. Discretization error of (35) with (49)-(50), the inconsistent formula on the same grid as of Fig. 10 (error 
multiplied by 103). 
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Fig. 12. Discretization error of(35) with {55), linear interpolation  the same grid as of Figs. 10 and 11 (error multiplied 
by 103). 
Only lower left quarter of the whole region is used for illustration because of symmetry and i, j vary 
from 0 to 50 in calculating u. In Figs. 9-15, different curves correspond to different values of y in 
ascending order. 
Discretization error of the scheme (35) given in Fig. 9 for a uniform mesh of size H = ~ suggests 
singular behaviour of the solution in the corners. Mesh refinement seems to be necessary in 
a square subregion of side length slightly greater than ¼ near each corner. 
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Fig. 13. Discretization error of (35) with (61), fourth-order interpolation, on the same grid as of Figs. 10-12 (error 
multiplied by 103). 
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Fig. 14. Discretization error of (35)-(37) after difference correction on a uniform grid of size h = ~ (error multiplied 
by 104). 
When the mesh is bisected in each direction, in the subregions of size ~ x ~ in each corner, this 
error takes the shape shown in Fig. 10 for the scheme (35)-(37). When on this nonuniform esh the 
inconsistent formula (49)-(50) is used at Fx and F r together with (35), the discretization error shown 
in Fig. 11 exhibits slight inferior accuracy. But when linear interpolation (55) is used there, the 
discretization error, plotted in Fig. 12, grows and pollutes all the region f2. It is the difference in the 
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Fig. 15. Discretization error of (35)-(37) after difference correction on a nonuniform grid when the cells are bisected in 
the subregions and h = ~ elsewhere (error multiplied by 104). 
1V3 
0 
Fig. 16, Original solution of Problem 3 on a uniform mesh of size h = ~.  
corresponding variational equations, namely (54) and (60), which makes the error due to the linear 
interpolation nearly four times larger than that due to the inconsistent formula. The discretization 
error shown in Fig. 13 is of the difference scheme (35) with the fourth-order interpolation formula 
(61), used over the same nonuniform esh. This time, the error resembles that due to (35)-(37). The 
resemblance in the variational Eqs. (48) and (64) seems to be responsible for this. 
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z 1~,f3 
y. .~x o 
Fig. 17. Solution shown in Fig. 16 after difference correction. 
i 
~V 3 
Fig. 18. Original solution of Problem 3 when the mesh is refined such that Ax = ½h, Ay = h in ( -  ~ ,  - ~)  x (0, ~)  and 
Ax = ]h, Ay = ½h in (~,  1) x (0, ~).  
Finally, Figs. 14 and 15, respectively, display the discretization error after difference correction is 
applied to the solution on a uniform mesh of size h = ~2 and a nonuniform mesh when mesh size is 
bisected in the subregions of size ~ x ~ in each corner. The upward tail, near the corner in Fig. 13, 
flattened in Fig. 14, justifies the local mesh refinement. 
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Fig. 19. Solution shown in Fig. 18 after difference orrection. 
Problem 3. 
lO-6(Uxx + Uyy) + 2y(1 - -  x2)Ux  - -  2x(1 - y2)uy = 0 in ( -  1, 1) × (0, 1), 
u=l  +tanh(10+20x)  on - l~<x~<0,  y=0,  
u r=0 on0<x~<l ,  y=0,  (69) 
u=0 onx=- l ,  0~<y~<land - l~<x~<l ,y=l ,  
u=2(1-y )  onx=l ,  0~<y<l .  
There are two sharp layers, one in the middle and the other near the right-hand boundary. Original 
and corrected solutions on a uniform mesh of size h = ~ are given in Figs. 16 and 17, respectively. 
The interior layer is sharply separated in Fig. 17 compared with that of Fig. 16. Comparison with 
[6, Fig. 5(a)] (which is obtained using artificial diffusion) reveals that upwind differencing with 
difference correction gives better esults. When the mesh is refined slightly in such a manner that 
Ax ½h, Ay h in [ - lx  = = ~,  - ~]  x [0, ~]  and Ax = X3h, Ay = ½h in [~, 1] x [0, ~6], the original 
and corrected solutions by (35)-(37) are given in Figs. 18 and 19 respectively. Once again 
application of the difference correction with local mesh refinement produces notable improvement, 
especially when compared with [6, Fig. 5(b)], keeping in view the smaller number of nodes taken 
here. 
5. Conclusion 
Existence of asymptotic expansions for the discretization error of the first-order upwind differ- 
ence scheme has been shown to exist at nodes separating regions of differing mesh sizes. It has been 
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shown that results of the upwind difference scheme with difference correct ion on a locally refined 
mesh exhibit superior ity over the original solution which in turn confirms the existence of the 
asymptot ic  expansion [13]. It has been shown that even an inconsistent scheme may give rise to 
better results compared with the standard l inear interpolat ion in special situations. 
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